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Disclaimer
This presentation (the “Presentation”) has been produced by Jacktel AS (the “Issuer” or “Jacktel”) with the assistance of DNB Markets, a part of DNB Bank ASA, Fearnley Securities AS,
Pareto Securities AS (the “Joint Bookrunners”), solely for use at the presentation to investors held in connection with the proposed issue of Bonds by the Issuer (the "Bond Issue"). This
Presentation is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other person. Neither the Issuer nor any of the Joint Bookrunners makes any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of this Presentation or of the information contained herein and none of such parties shall have any
liability for the information contained in, or any omissions from, this Presentation, nor for any of the written, electronic or oral communications transmitted to the recipient in the course of the
recipient’s own investigation and evaluation of the Issuer. Nothing contained in this Presentation is or can be relied upon as a promise or representation by the Joint Bookrunners, who
disclaims all and any liability, contingent or otherwise, to any investor or third parties, or any responsibility whatsoever, for the correctness, quality, accuracy, pricing, reliability, performance
or completeness of the data or information provided herein or for any other aspect of the performance of these materials.
This material may include estimates and projections and involve significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis. By attending or receiving this Presentation you acknowledge that
you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market position of the Issuer and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming
your own view of the potential future performance of the Issuer’s business.

This Presentation and the information contained herein is furnished on a confidential basis exclusively for your use and retention. This confidential document is for informational purposes
only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any bonds described herein. The bonds may not be purchased except pursuant to the bond documents which
should be reviewed in its entirety prior to investment.
The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as financial, legal, business, investment, tax or other professional advice. Each recipient should consult with its legal, business,
investment and tax advisors as to legal, business, investment and tax advice. Specifically, the Joint Bookrunners, who have been engaged as the Issuer’s financial advisor do not render –
and shall not be deemed to render – any advice or recommendations as to a transaction.
This Presentation speaks as of October 2018. There may have been changes in matter which affect the Issuer subsequent to the date of this Presentation. Neither the issue nor delivery of
this Presentation shall under any circumstance create any implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any time subsequent to the date hereof or that the affairs of the
Issuer have not since changed. Neither the Issuer nor the Joint Bookrunners intend to assume or assume any obligation to update the Presentation or any of the information included
herein.
This Presentation includes and is based on, among other things, forward-looking information and statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Issuer and/or
the industry in which it operates. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical facts and may be identified by words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “continue”,
“estimate”, “expect”, “intends”, “may”, “should”, “will” and similar expressions. Such forward-looking information and statements are based on the current expectations, estimates and
projection of the Issuer or assumptions based on information available to the Issuer. The forward-looking statements, including assumptions, opinions and views of the Issuer or cited from
third party sources, are solely opinions and forecasts which are subject to numerous known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and changes in circumstances, many of which
are beyond the Issuer's control, and other factors that may cause actual events to differ materially from any anticipated development. The Issuer cannot give any assurance as to the
correctness of such information and statements.

An investment in bonds involves a high level risk, and several factors could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Issuer to be materially different from any future
results, performance or achievements that may be expressed or implied by statements and information in this Presentation, including, among others, risks or uncertainties associated with
the Issuer’s business, segments, development, growth management, financing, market acceptance and relations with customers, and more generally, general economics and business
conditions, changes in domestic and foreign laws and regulations, taxes, changes in competition and pricing environments, fluctuations in currency exchange rates and interest rates and
other factors. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in this
document the Issuer does not intend, and does not assume any obligation to update or correct the information included in this Presentation.
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Disclaimer cont’d
This Presentation may not be distributed, reproduced or used without the express written consent of the Issuer, or for any purpose other than the evaluation of the proposed Bond Issue by
the person to whom this Presentation is first delivered.
This Presentation is confidential and is being communicated in the United Kingdom to persons who have professional experience, knowledge and expertise in matters relating to
investments and are "investment professionals" for the purposes of article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 and only in
circumstances where, in accordance with section 86(1) of the Financial and Services Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) the requirement to provide an approved prospectus in accordance with
the requirement under section 85 FSMA does not apply. Consequently, the investor understands that the bonds may be offered only to “qualified investors” for the purposes of sections
86(1) and 86(7) FSMA, or to limited numbers of UK investors, or only where minima are placed on the consideration or denomination of securities that can be made available (all such
persons being referred to as “relevant persons”). This presentation is only directed at qualified investors and investment professionals. Other persons should not rely on or act upon this
presentation or any of its contents. Any investment or investment activity to which this communication relates is only available to and will only be engaged in with investment professionals.
In relation to the United States and U.S. persons, this presentation is strictly confidential and is being furnished solely in reliance on applicable exemptions from the registration
requirements under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended. The bonds have not and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act or any state securities laws, and may not be
offered or sold within the United States, or to or for the account or benefit of U.S. persons, unless an exemption from the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act is available.
accordingly, any offer or sale of bonds will only be offered or sold (i) within the United States, or to or for the account or benefit of U.S. persons, only to qualified institutional buyers
(“QIBs”) in private transactions not involving a public offering) or a “Major U.S. Institutional Investor” as defined in Sec Rule 15a-6 to the U.S. Exchange Act of 1934 and (ii) outside the
United States in accordance with regulations. Any purchaser of bonds in the United States, or to or for the account of U.S. persons, will be deemed to have made certain representations
and acknowledgements, including without limitation that the purchaser is a “QIB” or a “Major U.S. Institutional Investor”.
The distribution of the bonds in Canada is being made only on a private-placement basis, thus exempting it from the requirement that the Issuer prepare and file a prospectus with the
applicable securities regulatory authorities. The bonds are being offered in those jurisdictions and to those persons where and to whom they may lawfully be offered for sale, and therein
only by persons permitted to sell such securities.
The Bonds will not be registered under the applicable securities laws of Australia, Hong Kong, Italy or Japan and may not be offered, sold, resold or delivered, directly or indirectly, in or
into Australia, Hong Kong, Italy or Japan except pursuant to an applicable exemption from applicable securities laws.
This Presentation is subject to Norwegian law, and any dispute arising in respect of this Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Norwegian courts. This material is strictly
confidential and should not be disclosed to anyone except by written approval by the Joint Bookrunners or the Issuer.
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Summary Risk Factors
SUMMARY OF RISK FACTORS
A number of risk factors may adversely affect the Issuer. The below risk factors are only an extract of the risk factors set out in the section "Risk factors" below, and which the Issuer has
identified as key risks for prospective bondholders. Any of the following risks could cause the trading price or underlying value of securities issued by the Issuer to decline, and all or part of
an investment being lost. The risks described below are not, and are not meant to be, exhaustive, and other risks not discussed herein may also adversely affect the Issuer, its operations
and future prospects.
The Bonds issued in the Bond Issue may not be a suitable investment for all investors: Each potential investor in the Bond Issue must determine the suitability of that investment in light of
its own circumstances. In particular, each potential investor should: (i) have sufficient knowledge and experience to make a meaningful evaluation of the bonds; (ii) have access to and
knowledge of the appropriate analytical tools to evaluate an investment in the Bonds; (iii) have sufficient financial resources and liquidity to bear the risks associated with investment in the
Bonds; (iv) understand the terms of the bonds and the behaviour of the relevant financial markets; and (v) be able to evaluate possible scenarios for economic interest rate and other
factors that may affect its investment.
RISKS RELATED TO THE ISSUER'S OPERATIONS
• As of 30 November 2018, the Group will have a total contract backlog for the Rig of approximately USD 156 million, which is not sufficient to repay both the loan under the Super
Senior Facility and the Bonds.
• No assurance can be given that the Group will negotiate future contracts on acceptable commercial terms and the Issuer's future prospects will to a large extent be dependent on the
Rig securing further contracts and obtaining sufficient utilization upon expiry of the Equinor Contract.
• With a fleet of only one jack-up rig, any operational downtime will affect the periodic results as well as liquidity more significantly than for a company with a larger fleet.
• Contracts in the offshore sector require high standards of safety and other requirements, and it is important to note that the Issuer will not be insured against certain technical,
operational, commercial and political risks.
• More stringent laws and regulations protecting the environment may in some cases impose strict liability as rendering a person liable for environmental damage without regard to
negligence or fault on the part of such person.
• The Issuer's insurance coverage will be subject to certain significant deductibles and levels of self-insurance and will not cover all types of losses. Due to the losses sustained by the
offshore industry in recent years, it is also likely that the Issuer's insurance coverage may impose higher deductibles and limit maximum aggregated recoveries.
• The fair market value of the Rig may decrease due to a number of factors.
• The Rig may be unable to operate due to failure to maintain its class certification or other regulatory or survey requirements.
MARKET RISK
• Reductions in capital expenditures of oil and gas companies may reduce their need for offshore accommodation, which may in turn have a material adverse effect on the Issuer's
business, financial position, operating results and cash flow.
• The Issuer's services are provided in an open marked with a small number of potential clients which may result in a high degree of volatility in the demands for the Issuer's services.
• Fluctuations in currency exchange rates may have a material impact on the Issuer's operational performance.
RISKS RELATED TO THE BONDS
• The Issuer may be required to refinance its existing debt, including the Bonds, or to obtain additional financing if it does not have sufficient funds to service its debt. Inability to obtain
such refinancing or financing may have a material adverse effect on the Issuers business.
• Claims of the Bond Trustee on behalf of the bondholders will be subordinated to the Super Senior Facility pursuant to on the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement and the Bond
Trustee will not be able to force a sale of assets subject to security interests or enforce guarantees and other related creditor's rights independently of the terms of the Intercreditor
Agreement.
• Pursuant to the Bond Terms, the Bonds shall be subject to optional redemption by the Issuer at their outstanding principal amount (plus accrued and unpaid interest) which is likely to
limit the market value of the Bonds.
• The Bond Terms will contain provisions permitting defined majorities to make decisions affecting and binding all bondholders.
• The Bond Trustee will not be granted security by way of an assignment of the Equinor Contract or any future contracts subject to Norwegian law.
• Maritime liens may arise and take priority over the liens securing the Bond Issue.
• Rights of the bondholders in the security interests may be adversely affected by enforcement proceedings
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Credit highlights

Owner of the only
NCS compliant
jackup in class,
Haven

The North Sea is
ideal for jackup
accommodation
units

•

The most advanced and capable harsh environment accommodation jackup in the world

•

Superior track record of 100% gangway connection and no LTIs

•

USD 400m of accumulated EBITDA since 20111

•

Master Marine has a strong track record of commercial and project management

•

High employability – 85% of all accommodation contracts with >1 year duration last 10 years within Haven
sweet spot

•

Operators seeking modern tonnage - Haven the only NCS jackup in class and one of 3 high end jackups
in North Sea

•

Improving outlook for topside and tieback MMO related accommodation demand
– 60% of NCS reserves are on fields 20 years or older – Equinor expected to extend life of more than 20 fields
– Planned tie-back projects at pre-crisis levels – 18 PDOs expected in 2018/2019

Attractive contract
with Equinor

Strong bond
structure and
collateral

•

13 months remaining on Equinor contract at Johan Sverdrup, options granted for another 30 months
(3×6m + 6×2 m)

•

Firm day rate of USD 358,000 and USD 227,000 in the option period

•

Firm revenue backlog of USD 156m – estimated USD 129m EBITDA2

•

Trouble-free commencement of contract – high utilization of available beds from day 1

•

1st priority security in the jackup rig, Haven

•

Net LTV of 48% including NPV firm EBITDA backlog of USD 122m and the 1 year USD 100m SSF

•

Substantial de-levering in the group as the SSF is repaid to zero over the life of the fixed contract

Note: 1) Estimate, including firm period of current contract with Equinor
2)As of pro forma date 30.11.2018. Please see p.30 for assumptions and details on estimates
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Transaction and security structure
Sources and uses

Organizational chart and bond structure overview

•

Jacktel AS is contemplating the issuance of USD 150 million of senior
secured bonds in order to refinance existing debt

•

Proceeds, together with proceeds from the USD 100 million 1 year
Super Senior Facility (“SSF”), will be used for:
–
–
–

•

OTHER
SHAREHOLDERS

~95.2%

repayment of 1st lien bonds “JACKT01” of EUR 146 million;
repayment of PIK bonds issued by the Parent of USD 101 million incl.
accrued interest; and
general corporate purposes

Master Marine AS
(Norway)
Parent

The contemplated bond issue together with the SSF will constitute the
senior debt obligations of the Issuer
–

In addition to the bonds and the SSF, there is a fully subordinated
shareholder loan of USD 192.8 million as of 3Q18

Sources

Share Pledge in
Jacktel AS

USDm

Super Senior Term Loan Facility (SSF)

USD 100m Super Senior
Term Loan Facility (SSF)

100

Senior Secured Bond Issue

150

Cash at hand

~4.8%

USD 150m Senior
Secured Bond

100%

Jacktel AS (Norway)
Issuer

30

Total Sources

100%

280

Uses

USDm

Full repayment of JACKT01 incl. call premium

175

Full repayment of PIK bond incl. accrued interest

101

General Corporate Purposes / Transaction costs

4

HAVEN

Total Uses

280

Note: Pro forma date 30.11.2018

USD 129m firm EBITDA backlog with
Equinor at the Johan Sverdrup field
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Summary terms
Issuer:

Jacktel AS

Parent:

Master Marine AS

Issue Amount:

USD 150 million

Purpose of the Bond Issue:

Net proceeds shall be applied by the Issuer (together with proceeds from Super Senior Facility), i) firstly, to repay the Existing Bonds and ii) secondly, for
general corporate purposes

Status of the Bonds:

Senior secured subject to the Super Senior Facility which will be fully amortized to USD 0 by the end of the Equinor contract

Security:

1st lien mortgage in the rig Haven, pledge in escrow account, earnings account, operating account, retention account, assignment of earnings,
management agreements and insurances. Further, there are share pledge in and assignment of subordinated loans from Parent

Final Maturity Date:

[●] 2023 (5 years after the Issue Date)

Issue Price:

100% of par

Coupon:

[●]%, quarterly interest payments

Amortization:

Bullet, 100% at maturity, however subject to cash sweep

Cash Sweep Mechanism:

On any quarter date from and including the second quarter date in 2020, the amount of the Issuer´s liquidity in excess of USD 35 million shall be used to
redeem bonds until nominal amount of the outstanding Bonds is reduced to USD 100 million. No further cash sweeps required as soon as the nominal
amount of the Bonds is USD 100 million

Super Senior Facility:

Term loan facility in an aggregated maximum amount of USD 100 million provided by DNB Bank

Call Options (American):

Make whole discounted at 2.5 years T+50bps during the first 2.5 years; callable thereafter at 100% plus 50% of the Coupon Rate after 2.5 years; at 100%
plus 30% of the Coupon Rate after 3.5 years and at 100% of par after 4.5 years

Issue Date:

Expected to be [●] December 2018

Issuers Positive
Covenants:

Minimum Liquidity: At least the higher of a) USD 5 million and b) an amount equal to 5% of sum of the Outstanding Bonds and the Super Senior Facility

Mandatory Prepayment:

Sale of the rig Haven or if the Parent ceases to hold 100% of the shares of the Issuer at call prices; upon Total Loss Event at 100% of par

Permitted Distribution:

Main terms include that Distributions may be made at any time after the Cash Sweep Completion Date, provided that the Liquidity following such
Distribution is no less than USD 15m and either i) an equal amount to the Distribution has been used to tender repayment of Bonds at 103%, or ii) the Net
Loan to Value immediately before such Distribution is no greater than 33.3% and the Rig at such time is employed under a Charter Contract.

Change of Control:

Put at 101% of par

Governing Law / Trustee:

Norwegian Law for the Bond Terms, applicable law for all security documents / Nordic Trustee AS

Listing:

Application will be made to list the Bonds at the Oslo Børs or the Nordic ABM

Joint Bookrunners:

DNB Markets, Fearnley Securities, Pareto Securities
Note: Please see term sheet for further details
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Haven provides solid asset coverage
Security in the world’s most advanced accommodation jackup
Net LTV post transaction (per Nov. 2018)3

Pro forma capitalization and security per Nov. 2018
•

The Bonds will be secured in the jackup unit Haven, through inter
alia, a 1st priority rig mortgage and share pledge in the Issuer

•

Haven is the most advanced and capable harsh environment
accommodation jackup in the world with bed capacity for 440 pax

•

Pro forma cash position post transaction will amount to USD 25m
with minimum liquidity as per the bond term sheet of USD 12.5m1

•

Current charter free fair market value of the collateral is USD 350m2
resulting in an initial net loan-to-value of 48% (including NPV of firm
EBITDA from pro forma date and the SSF)

Assets

48% net LTV
500

450

NPV Firm
EBITDA
Backlog
122

400

350

USDm
350

NPV Firm EBITDA Backlog3

122

Cash / Working Capital4

35

Total Assets

507

Equity and Liabilities

250
25
200

SSF
100

HAVEN
350

USDm

Super Senior Term Loan Facility (“SSF”)

100

Senior Secured Bond

150

Equity and subordinated shareholder loan

257

Total Equity and Liabilities

507

Net Loan-to-value (incl. SSF and NPV Firm EBITDA backlog)
Net Debt / NPV Firm EBITDA Backlog

USDm

300

Charter Free Market Value of Haven

48%
1.84x

150
225
100

50

Senior Secured
Bond
150

0

Secured Debt

Pro Forma Cash
Balance

Net debt

Collateral Value

Note: 1) At least the higher of USD 5 million and an amount equal to 5% of sum of the outstanding Bonds and the SSF
2) Average broker value per 08.10.2018 from Pareto Offshore AS and Fearnley Offshore AS. 3) Pro forma date 30.11.2018 – NPV of firm contract using 10%
discount rate from the pro forma date until end of Equinor contract (adjusted for 30+ days deferred payment terms from Equinor) 4) Includes USD 10m NWC
as per 30.09.2018
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Comfortable leverage by expiry of the fixed term Equinor contract
Bank amortizes to zero by end of Johan Sverdrup fixed term contract
400

42

31

28

25

23

Comments
•

Steep amortization in the SSF (USD
25m/quarter) fully backed by cash flows from
the Equinor fixed contract period

•

Under the Bond Terms, no changes of
scheduled amortization or redraw of the SSF
is allowed

•

At expiry of the Equinor contract, the Senior
Secured Bond will be the single senior debt
of the Issuer with 1st priority mortgage in the
Rig

•

Expected Haven market value end 2019 of
USD 334 million1

•

Expected gross LTV of 45% / estimated net
LTV of 35% at end 2019 at expiry of firm
period of the Equinor contract

33

350

300
276

USDm

250

200
150
150

334

150
150

100

150
150

50

100
75
50
25

0

Q3'18

Q4'18

Q1'19

Gross Oustanding Bank Debt
Est. Cash and cash equivalents

Q2'19

Q3'19

Q4'19*

Gross Outstanding Bond Debt

Haven
Market
Value
4Q19*

Note: 1) Average broker value per 08.10.2018 from Pareto Offshore AS and Fearnley Offshore AS.
*) Market value depriciated over remaining life from pro forma date until 4Q19 assuming 30 year life. Estimated cash position at 4Q19 adjusted for 30+ days
deferred payment terms from Equinor
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Master Marine at a glance
Master Marine – the owner of Jacktel & Haven
• Owner of the world’s most advanced harsh environment
accommodation jackup
• 2011/2018 built unit, the only NCS jackup in class
• Firm contract with Equinor on highly attractive dayrate of
USD 358k/d
• “Best in class” operations - 100% technical uptime and
no LTIs
• Strong track record of employment – 85% contract
coverage since commencement of operations in 20111
• Accumulated EBITDA of USD 400m2
• Experienced management with proven track record
• Recent large rig upgrade project execution below cost
and ahead of time
– Proof of management capabilities

Note: 1) 85% contract coverage includes 13 months period at yard for upgrade of the rig
Source: The Company

2) Estimate,

including firm period of current contract with Equinor
12

Strong track record of employment – 100% technical uptime
Contract / Year

ConoccoPhillips

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
Onwards

Ekofisk / Eldfisk fields
EUR 208,000

Dan F
USD 78,000

Equinor contract award
Strategic decision to invest for
substantial upgrade to improve position
on the NCS

Transition/upgrade
Engineering and
yard

Johan Sverdrup
Dayrate USD 358,000

Option period
USD 227,000

Source: The Company
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Strong historical EBITDA generation of USD 400m
Comment

Haven has generated solid EBITDA on historical contracts
400

• By end of firm Equinor
contract, Haven has
generated USD 400
million in total EBITDA
since the first start up in
2011

– ~72% EBITDA margin
in the option period

300

250
USDm

• ~83% estimated EBITDA
margin in 2H18 and 2019

350

200

150

100

50

0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018E

2019E

Accummulated Rig EBITDA

Source: The Company
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The upgrade project completed ahead of schedule and below
budget
Project summary

Significant improvement in commercial potential post upgrade

•

Complex project to extend and strengthen
legs to 115m to be able to operate on the
Johan Sverdrup field

•

The project was completed ~10% below
capex budget of USD 118m

•

The upgrade was completed ahead of time
and allowed mobilization to field 3 weeks
early

•

Succesful project execution cements
relationship with the largest NCS operator

Source: The Company
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The benefits of a jackup vs a semi-submersible
Jackups standing firmly on the seabed has proven to be an attractive solution for operators
• Safe, comfortable and reliable accommodation
services
• No disconnection of gangway during severe
winter storms
• Haven is running on power from shore
– Significant reduction in carbon footprint

Reliable gangway connection provides


Increased productivity



Simplified planning of work scope



Substantial cost saving for charterer



Acceleration of first oil

Source: The Company
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Harsh environment accommodation rigs

NCS

UKCS /
Harsh

Master Marine

X

X

Safe Boreas

Prosafe

X

X

Safe Notos

Prosafe

X

Safe Zephyrus

Prosafe

Safe Eurus
Axis Vega
Axis Nova

Prosafe

Floatel Superior

Floatel Intl.

Floatel Victory

Floatel Intl.

Floatel Endurance

Floatel Intl.

Floatel Triumph

Vessel

Owner

Haven

DP3

Bed capacity
Current status
(max)

Built

Type

Build yard

440

Active

2011

Jackup

Drydocks World/Nym o/Lam prell

X

450

Active

2015

Semi

Jurung, Singapore

X

500

Active

2016

Semi

COSCO Quidong, China

X

X

450

Active

2016

Semi

Jurung, Singapore

Prosafe

X

X

500

Under construction

2019

Semi

COSCO Quidong, China

Prosafe

X

X

500

Under construction

2019

Semi

COSCO Quidong, China

X

X

X

500

Under construction

2019

Semi

COSCO Quidong, China

X

X

X

512

Active

2010

Semi

KeppelFELS Singapore

X

X

500

Active

2013

Semi

KeppelFELS Singapore

X

X

512

Active

2015

Semi

KeppelFELS Singapore

Floatel Intl.

X

X

500

Active

2016

Semi

KeppelFELS Singapore

Crossw ay Eagle

MMEER

X

354

Active

2016

Jackup

DSIC Offshore, China

Crossw ay Dolphin

MMEER

X

354

Under construction

2019

Jackup

DSIC Offshore, China

POSH Xanadu

POSH

X

X

750

Active

2014

Semi

PaxOcean Zhoushan

POSH Arcadia

POSH

X

X

750

Active

2016

Semi

PaxOcean Zhoushan

Seafox 5

Seafox

150

Active

2012

Jackup

KeppelFELS Singapore

Edda Fides
Guardian

Østensjø
Maersk

600
100

Active
Active

2011
1986

Monohull
Jackup

Astilleros HJ Barreras, Spain
Hitachi, Japan

X

X

x
Summer only
x

X

Haven the only NCS capable jackup in class

Source: The Company
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Most accommodation contracts are ideal for jackups
Historic overview of contracts > 1 year duration

Comment

12

• At any point in time over the last 10
years, it has been at least 4 contracts
with more than 1 year in duration in the
North Sea

11
10

• 75% of demand in the North Sea has
historically been accommodation
contracts longer than 1 year

• Norway the most rig intensive region
with on average 2.3 rigs on long term
contracts and 1.1 on short term
contracts

8
Term contracts

• For contracts > 1 year duration, 85% of
demand last 10 years have been in
Havens new sweetspot (depth <115m)

9

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1Q07 1Q08 1Q09 1Q10 1Q11 1Q12 1Q13 1Q14 1Q15 1Q16 1Q17 1Q18
NCS

Source: The Company

UKCS

DCS

Waters >115m
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Future potential demand on fields <115m
Rig upgrade has significantly increased Haven’s footprint
Selected oil fields and potential capex
Water Depth (m)
140

Haven capacity (m)

Old capacity

Capital Dev Facilities Total (USDm)
4 000

3 500

120

3 000

2 500
80
2 000
60

CAPEX USDbn

Water depth (meters)

100

1 500
40
1 000

20

500

0

0

Source: IHS Vantage
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Equinor contract on Johan Sverdrup
Firm until year end 2019 with 30 months of options
Contract summary
Counterparty:

Equinor, an AA- rated public company

Commencement:

June 2018 (3 weeks before contractual obligation)

Firm duration:

18 months

Extension options:

30 months (3x6 + 6x2)

Declaration of options:

9 months before contract end, first in March 2019

Day rate firm period:

USD 358,000

Day rate optional period:

USD 227,000

Estimated opex/day:

USD 50,000

Annual SG&A and other:

Approx. USD 4-5m

Cancellation for convenience

Equinor to pay a cancellation fee corresponding to the NPV of 80% of the day rate for the remaining days of
the firm period. Interest rate to be used: 12 months LIBOR + 0.5%

Source: The Company
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Further demand expected at the Johan Sverdrup Field
«The most important Norwegian industrial project over the next 50 years»
Johan Sverdrup
•

Phase 2 expected to be approved, expected accommodation
demand from 2021

•

Living quarters built for normal day to day operations

•

Long distance (1 km) to Phase 2 platform from living quarters
reduces productivity

•

The company has historically received significant extensions
on previous contracts

Phase 1 (current)

Phase 2

Capex

NOK 86bn

NOK 41bn

Scope

5 platforms, shore based
power, export pipelines and
36 wells

Process platform,
modifications and five
seabed systems for
production and injections,
facilitation of power from land

PDO submitted /
approved

1Q 2015 / 3Q 2015

3Q 2018 / tbc

First oil

4Q 2019

4Q 2022

Break even

USD 15

USD 25

Limited excess capacity on living quarters and 1 km distance to Phase 2 platform

Living quarters

Processing

Wellhead and
Drilling

Phase 1

Source: norskpetroleum.no, Equinor, Lundin, Aker Solutions

Riser platform 1

Process platform
2

Phase 2
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The way forward

Continue As Is

Consolidation

Sale / IPO

Various strategic alternatives actively being explored
22
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The accommodation market
Provides accommodation capacity for engineering and construction services during offshore project work

1

2 Maintenance and Modification
on existing fields

Hook-up & Commissioning of
new fields

Present during the installation, construction,
hook-up and commissioning of new facilities

Present during repair, upgrade, maintenance
or modification (MMO) of existing
installations or hook-up of satellite fields

3
Decommisioning at end of life
Provides extra capacity during
decommissioning of offshore installations

Historical market share of North Sea Demand
~15 %

~80%

~5%

Key drivers
Activity in Field Development

MMO spending

P&A and decommissioning activity

• Oil price

• Number and age of platforms

• Field economics

• Field development activity

• Life extension work

• Regulations

• Subsea tie-ins

• Number of old fields

Source: The Company
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Ageing infrastructure on the NCS will drive demand
Equinor plans to extend the lifetime of more than 20 fields
Comment

60% of NCS rem. reserves on 28 fields are more than 20 years of age

• A substantial portion of the
remaining oil reserves are at
fields 20 years old and more
• Improvements in reservoir
management and production
drilling has increased the
percentage of recoverable oil and
economic life of fields
• The production lifetime of
Equinor’s NCS fields are already
2x - 3x longer than assumed in
original plans
• Equinor alone plans to extend the
life of more than 20 fields over
the next decade

50%

5

40%

4

30%

3

20%

2

10%

1

0%

0

Remaining reserves as % of total

Source: Equinor press release, 28th August 2018, Norwegian Petroleum Directorate

Fields with water depth <115m
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NCS MMO market to grow 7% p.a. from trough
MMO historically a significant part of OPEX
90

After an unsustainable drop, 7% growth expected p.a.
50%

-21%

80

25

45%

40%

70

-40%

20

CAGR 7%

35%

30%
50
25%
40
20%

Billion NOK (2018)

Billion NOK (2018)

60
15

10

30

15%
20

10%

10

5%

0

0%

Maintenance (excl. wells)
Ordinary operating costs
Other operational support
Other operating costs

Modifications
Well maintenance
Logistics costs
MMO share of Total OPEX

Source: Norwegian Petroleum Directorate

5

0

Maintenance (excl. wells)

Modifications
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Strong growth in tie-back projects on NCS
Submitted PDOs for tie-back projects on the NCS

Comment

PDOs

• Strong growth in submitted
PDOs for tie-back projects
observed and expected

Expected PDOs

10
9

• Tie-back projects to existing
infrastructure has lower capex
and break even cost

• Accommodation demand
mainly for modifications on
processing platforms

7
PDOs submitted

• Time lag from submission and
approval of PDO to project
execution will drive high activity
in 2020 onwards

8

6

5
4
3
2
1
0
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Source: Norwegian Petroleum Directorate, Rystad Energy, Fearnley Securities

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022
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Increasing activity despite low visibility
Firm backlog for 3Q 18 onwards increased with more than 50% Y-o-Y
Contract backlog from 3Q18 (Prosafe & Floatel)
140

•

Short lead time for MMO operations
characterized by short lead time from sanctioning
to execution

•

At end of 2Q17, Floatel and Prosafe had firm
charter backlog of in aggregate 57 months for 6
rigs from 3Q18 and onwards

•

One year later, the contract backlog for 3Q18 and
onwards has increased to 88 months on 10 rigs

•

Total firm backlog for 3Q18 onwards increased
with more than 50% YoY

120

36

Backlog months

100

80

17
60

88
40

57

20

0
2Q17

2Q18
Firm

Option

Note: Contract backlog includes observed awards for Prosafe and Floatel Intl.
Source: The Company, Prosafe press releases & presentations, Floatel presentation
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Story already playing out - signs of improvement in North Sea
Observations

Haven - premium dayrates due to unrivalled uptime, age and specifications
400 000

• Improving utilization on the
back of limited new supply and
increasing demand – expected
to create continued positive
momentum in dayrates

350 000

300 000

• Floatel reports more requests
for accommodation work in
2019 than there are available
and capable units

250 000
USD per Day

• Prosafe reports 2x increase in
NCS tenders year-on-year

200 000

150 000

100 000

50 000

0

Dayrates Haven

Dayrates NCS

Note: Dayrates as of contract startup
Source: The Company, Fearnley Securities, Prosafe company presentation 12 Sept 2018, Floatel release 27 Sept 2018

Dayrates UKCS/DCS
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Solid cash generation from Equinor contract
EBITDA backlog1

Comments

120

•

100

•

80

•

18 months firm contract with Equinor, 13 months remaining2
–

Total contract value of USD 196.5m

–

Remaining firm EBITDA of USD 129m, margin ~83%

30 months of options for Equinor
–

Total contract value of USD 207m

–

EBITDA value of USD 148m, margin ~72%

Rig opex estimate of USD 50,000/day in operation

USDm

–

•

USD 10,000/day in idle mode

Estimated SG&A expenses of approx. USD 4-5m p.a.

60
108

Opex break-down

40
60

55

Other
7%

60

Insurance
11 %

20
28

IRM
18 %

0
2H18

2019

EBITDA Firm Period

2020

2021

1H22

Crew
64 %

EBITDA Optional Period

Note: 1) Contract EBITDA exclusive preparation for operation etc. 2) As of pro forma date 30.11.2018
General assumptions: Utilization: 100% except Dec.2019 (24%), Dayrate: USD 358k/d firm period, USD 227 k/d option period, OPEX: 50k/day (55k/d
June18-Aug.18), SG&A and other: USD 4-5m p.a. EBITDA for 1H calculated using 182.5 days
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Summary Financial Statements
Condensed Income Statement – Jacktel AS
2014

2015

2016

2017

9M – 2018 (un-audited)

Operating income

103,651

66,877

15,640

0

52,255

Operating expenses

-33,340

-30,997

-14,653

-8,539

-12,500

70,311

35,879

987

-8,539

39,755

-112,155

-82,338

-29,437

-91,905

-15,621

In USD 1,000

EBITDA
Net profit1

Condensed Statement of Financial Positions – Jacktel AS
20141

20151

2016

2017

9M – 2018 (un-audited)

Vessel, plant and equipment

422,193

293,235

284,276

297,998

386,694

Total assets

477,207

357,744

334,817

432,224

448,598

63,318

121,417

91,981

75

-15,546

Total liabilities

413,889

236,327

242,837

432,149

464,143

Total equity and liabilities

477,207

357,744

334,817

432,224

448,598

20141

20151

2016

2017

9M – 2018 (un-audited)

Net cash from operating
activities

57,492

25,196

8,826

-530

15,592

Net cash from investing
activities

-2,808

-5,551

-23,923

-61,406

-59,900

Net cash from financing
activities

-45,809

-7,342

-6,586

109,204

1,493

In USD 1,000

Equity

Condensed Cash Flow Statement – Jacktel AS
In USD 1,000

Note: 1) Including impairment
Source: Jacktel AS reports
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Summary Super Senior Term Loan Facility (SSF)
Borrower(s):

Jacktel AS

Facility Amount:

USD 100m term loan facility (based on firm cash flow from the 18 months contract with Equinor ASA (“the
Contract”))

Final Maturity Date:

The Facility Amount shall be repaid in full no later than 31 January 2020.

Repayment:

The Facility Amount shall be repaid in monthly instalments of USD 8,333,333.33, first time one (1) month
after drawdown. All amounts outstanding shall be repaid at the Final Maturity Date.

Purpose:

Partial refinancing of outstanding bonds

Security:

•

1st priority mortgage in the rig “Haven”

•

Other securities customary for this type of facility (including, but not limited to, assignment of
insurances, assignment of monetary claims under the Charterparty, share pledges, assignment of intragroup receivables)

Pricing:

•
•
•

Up-front fee: 87,5 bps
Margin: 250 bps
Commitment fee: 40% of Margin

Financial Covenants:

•

Minimum Cash: The higher of 5% of gross interest bearing debt and USD 10,000,000

PIK:

•

An additional 550 basis points per annum (the "PIK Margin") shall be added to the Margin from the date
an Event of Default has been declared and is continuing, such interest element to accrue on the
outstanding loan under the Facility and be automatically capitalized on each interest payment date and
shall be added to the outstanding principal amount under the loan and shall subsequently be treated for
all purposes as part of the principal amount of the loan under the Facility.

Other:

•

Mandatory prepayment if the Contract is cancelled, terminated or repudiated before its original
termination date, sale or total loss of the Rig, Change of Control
Dividend restrictions
Other clauses customary for this type of facility

•
•
Lender

DNB Bank
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Credit highlights

Owner of the only
NCS compliant
jackup in class,
Haven

The North Sea is
ideal for jackup
accommodation
units

•

The most advanced and capable harsh environment accommodation jackup in the world

•

Superior track record of 100% gangway connection and no LTIs

•

USD 400m of accumulated EBITDA since 20111

•

Master Marine has a strong track record of commercial and project management

•

High employability – 85% of all accommodation contracts with >1 year duration last 10 years within Haven
sweet spot

•

Operators seeking modern tonnage - Haven the only NCS jackup in class and one of 3 high end jackups
in North Sea

•

Improving outlook for topside and tieback MMO related accommodation demand
– 60% of NCS reserves are on fields 20 years or older – Equinor expected to extend life of more than 20 fields
– Planned tie-back projects at pre-crisis levels – 18 PDOs expected in 2018/2019

Attractive contract
with Equinor

Strong bond
structure and
collateral

•

13 months remaining on Equinor contract at Johan Sverdrup, options granted for another 30 months
(3×6m + 6×2 m)

•

Firm day rate of USD 358,000 and USD 227,000 in the option period

•

Firm revenue backlog of USD 156m – estimated USD 129m EBITDA2

•

Trouble-free commencement of contract – high utilization of available beds from day 1

•

1st priority security in the jackup rig, Haven

•

Net LTV of 48% including NPV firm EBITDA backlog of USD 122m and the 1 year USD 100m SSF

•

Substantial de-levering in the group as the SSF is repaid to zero over the life of the fixed contract

Note: 1) Estimate, including firm period of current contract with Equinor
2)As of pro forma date 30.11.2018. Please see p.30 for assumptions and details on estimates
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Experienced leadership with supportive owners
Rig management

Management
Bjørn Henriksen, Executive Chairman
• Mr. Henriksen has more than 25 years of offshore industry experience. Previously held the
position as CEO of Prosafe Production, President of Prosafe’s Accommodation Business and
CFO and COO of Prosafe SE in addition to various managerial positions in Transocean and
Arthur Andersen. Mr. Henriksen is a State Authorized Public Accountant.

•

Technical management by OSM Maritime Group,

•

Leading global company with more than 430 vessels
under management and with a crew of more than 10,000
from 26 offices worldwide

•

Scope:
–
–
–
–
–

day to day operation
crewing
maintaining inventory
performing repairs
ensuring Haven is compliant with all applicable operational and
safety requirements including “Acknowledgement of Compliance”
(SUT) from Petroleum Safety Authority Norway

Helge Ystheim, COO
• Mr. Ystheim has more than 30 years of experience within oil service, both offshore and onshore.
He has experience from drilling, floating production, modifications and floatel
services. Previously held positions as VP Drilling and Interim President of Procon Drilling (later
Prosafe Drilling, and KCA Deutag), President in Prosafe Production and Senior Manager in
Prosafe. He has a Bachelor of Management from BI Norwegian School of Management.

•

Board of Directors

About Nordic Capital
Robert Furuhjelm

Bjørn Henriksen

Partner, Nordic Capital Investment
Advisory1

Executive Chairman

Henrik Bakken

Thomas Mejdell

Director, Nordic Capital Investment
Advisory1

Investment Manager, Nordic Capital
Investment Advisory1

Stein Diesen

•
•
•
•
•
•

6 months / 12 months cancellation period for Master
Marine and OSM Offshore respectively

Leading private equity investor in the Nordic region
Since inception in 1989, Nordic Capital has invested
more than EUR 13 billion invested
Lead investor in over 100 companies
Current portfolio includes 34 companies with aggregate
revenues of over EUR 9 billion
~55 investment professionals
Master Marine is owned by Nordic Capital CV1 and
Nordic Capital Fund VII

Independent consultant

Note:

1)

acting as exclusive advisor to the Nordic Capital Funds
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Haven - Rig specifications
Description

Capacity

Water depth capacity

115m

Bed Capacity

440 in single cabins

Overall length x width

118m x 50m

Free deck area

450 m2

Additional deck load
capacity

4,500 tons

Crane capacity

75 tons @ 16m

Bridge length

30m +

Offices and Meeting
rooms

75 for client use

Recreational Areas

Cinema, gym, catering, galley, mess rooms, coffee and reading
lounges accommodating 400 guests

Other facilities

Hospital facilities, self sufficient with potable water. The unit
provides clients with power, fuel and water across gangway
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Risk factors
GENERAL RISKS RELATED TO THE ISSUER'S BUSINESS
General factors influencing the offshore industry and/or the Issuer's business
Global and regional oil and gas exploration, development and production activity is affected by numerous factors, including:
• global and regional supply and demand, and expectations regarding future supply and demand, for oil and gas products;
• oil and gas production by non-Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries ("OPEC");
• the policies and laws of various governments regarding the exploration, development and production of their oil and gas reserves, energy sources and energy efficiency requirements;
• the costs of exploration, development and production;
• capital expenditures by international and national oil and gas companies, and the types of projects to which these expenditures are allocated;
• geopolitical and economic uncertainty and socio-political unrest;
• political, economic and military developments in oil and gas producing regions generally;
• the level of worldwide oil and gas exploration, development and production activity;
• the ability of the members of OPEC, and other oil producing nations, to set and maintain specified levels of production and prices;
• advances in exploration, development and production technology;
• weather conditions, natural disasters and environmental incidents;
• availability of and pricing of alternative fuels;
• development of and increasing competition from alternative fuel technologies; and
• market uncertainty and speculative activities by those who buy and sell oil and gas on the world markets.
The occurrence of any of the above-listed factors, among others, could result in future substantial and extended declines in the level of activity in the oil and gas industry. This reduction of
activity could lead to a decline in the demand for the Issuer's business. In the event of reduced activity and expenditures by the oil and gas exploration and production industry, the Issuer
may not be able to generate the revenue anticipated from the Rig. The occurrence of any of the events discussed above may have a material adverse effect on the Issuer's business,
results of operations, financial condition and prospects.
The Group may be subject to legal, governmental, regulatory or arbitration proceedings
The Issuer is not currently aware of any pending or threatened legal, governmental, regulatory or arbitration proceedings against it that would have a material adverse effect on the
Group's business, financial position, results of operations and cash flows. However, the Issuer and the Group may be involved in material litigation, claims and disputes in the future, which
may involve claims for significant monetary amounts, some of which would not be covered by insurance. The Issuer and the Group may also be subject to frivolous or vexatious claims. A
substantial settlement payment or judgment or attempt by a third party to make a frivolous, vexatious or strategic claim could have a material adverse effect on the Group's reputation,
business, results of operations and financial position.
RISKS RELATED TO THE ISSUER'S OPERATIONS
Revenue from the Issuer's current contract backlog is not sufficient to repay both the Super Senior Facility and the Bonds
As of 30 November 2018, the Rig will have a total contract backlog of approximately 156 million. The current backlog is not sufficient to repay both the loan under the Super Senior Facility
and the Bonds. Further, pursuant to the terms of existing and future contracts for the Rig there may be circumstances under which the customer can demand a reduced day rate (possibly
to zero) or termination of the contract with little or no notice (with or without compensation) if certain circumstances occur.
The Issuer's future prospects will be dependent on the Rig securing further contracts and obtaining sufficient utilization upon the expiry of the Equinor Contract
The Issuer's future prospects will depend on the Rig securing further operations contracts and obtaining sufficient utilization upon the expiry of the current firm part of the Equinor Contract
in late December 2019. No assurance can be given that the Issuer will succeed in entering into a contract or contracts on acceptable commercial terms and at favourable daily rates, or at
all, after expiry of the Equinor Contract. Further, no assurance can be given as to the creditworthiness of a future contracting counterparty. The Issuer may experience non-payment or
non-fulfilment by any current or future contracting party, which could negatively impact the Issuer's business, financial position, results of operations and cash flows. If no additional
operational contract is secured after the expiry of the Equinor Contract, the Rig could be laid up for a period of time and the Issuer's liquidity may be significantly and adversely impaired.
The Issuer is then likely to have an increased need for working capital and/or financial support from its ultimate owners.
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Risk factors cont’d
Small rig fleet
With a fleet of only one jack-up rig, any operational downtime will affect the periodic results as well as liquidity more significantly than for a company with a larger fleet. Furthermore, frequent
rig mobilizations could be disruptive to the Issuer's financial results if it experiences delays due to adverse weather, third party services or physical damage to the Rig.
The Issuer may assume substantial liabilities
It should be emphasized that contracts in the offshore sector require high standards of safety and other requirements, and it is important to note that such contracts are associated with
considerable risks and liabilities. These include technical, operational, commercial and political risks, some of which the Issuer will not be insured against. The Issuer may also incur liability
for pollution and other environmental damage without being able to recover said liabilities through insurance.
Perils of marine operations
The Issuer's operations involve numerous operating hazards particular to marine operations and are also exposed to extreme weather conditions which may result in, among other things,
blow outs, fires and explosions, capsizing, collapsing, and collision. The occurrence of any of these events could result in the suspension of operations, claims by clients, severe damage to
or destruction of the property and equipment involved, injury or death of personnel, and environmental damage.
Environmental regulations
Laws and regulations protecting the environment have become more stringent in recent years, and may in some cases impose strict liability, rendering a person liable for environmental
damage without regard to negligence or fault on the part of such person. The Issuer may not have any right to compensation from its customers if its costs are increased through such
governmental actions, and its operating margins may decrease as a result.
Insurance coverage
The Issuer has insurance coverage, including Hull & Machinery and P&I coverage in line with typical industry practice, but the Issuer's insurance coverage will be subject to certain
significant deductibles and levels of self-insurance, and will not cover all types of losses and, in some situations, may not provide full coverage for losses or liabilities resulting from
operations. In addition, due to the losses sustained by the offshore industry in recent years, it is likely that the Issuer's insurance coverage may impose higher deductibles and limit
maximum aggregated recoveries, including for hurricane-related windstorm damage or loss. Insurance costs may increase in the event of ongoing patterns of adverse changes in weather or
climate.
Intellectual property rights
The Issuer must observe third parties’ patent rights and intellectual rights. There is always an inherent risk of third parties claiming that the technology utilized in operation of the Rig
infringes third parties' patents or intellectual property rights, and any such claim, if successful, could have a material adverse effect on the Issuer's results of operation.
The market value of the rig may decrease
The fair market value of the Rig may increase or decrease depending on a number of factors, including, but not limited to, future adverse developments in the offshore industry. A decline in
the fair market value of the Rig may affect the price achieved for a potential sale of the Rig in case of acceleration due to the occurrence and continuation of an event of default under the
Bond Terms and subsequent enforcement of the transaction security. Further, if the market value of the Rig deteriorates significantly in the future, the Issuer may be required to record an
impairment charge in its financial statements, which could adversely affect the Group's financial results.
The Rig may be unable to operate due to failure to maintain its class certification or other regulatory or survey requirements
The Rig is "classed" by a classification society. The classification society certifies that the Rig is "in-class", signifying that such unit has been built and maintained in accordance with the
rules of the classification society and also that the Rig complies with applicable laws, rules and regulations, e.g. of the registry and other maritime authorities of the Rig's flag state and the
international conventions of which that state is a member. There can be no assurance that any future changes to any of such laws, rules and regulations or relevant international
conventions will not subject the Rig to additional onerous requirements and obligations which may have a material adverse effect on the Group's business, results of operations and financial
position.
The Group may experience reduced profit due to changes in day rate and/or operating and maintenance costs
An increase in operating and maintenance costs without any corresponding increase in daily rate, or a reduction in the daily rate without any corresponding reduction in operating and
maintenance costs, may result in a reduction of the profit generated for the Group by a contract, or, in extreme circumstances, in the Group incurring a loss with respect to a contract.
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Risk factors cont’d
Labour issues
Labour unrest could prevent or hinder the Group's services from being carried out normally and, if not resolved in a timely and cost effective manner, could adversely affect its business,
results of operations, cash flows and financial condition. The above may apply irrespective of whether the services, including the operation of the Rig, is carried out by the Group or a third
party.
Failure to employ a sufficient number of skilled workers or an increase in labour costs could hurt the Group's operations
The Group's future operational performance depends to a significant degree upon the continued service of key members and key personnel in the Group and the Issuer's business, as well
as on operations personnel. The operator of the Rig requires skilled personnel to operate and provide technical services to and support for the Rig. In periods of increasing activity and when
the number of operating units in the area where the Rig operate increases, shortages of qualified personnel could arise, creating upward pressure on wages and difficulty in staffing for the
operator of the Rig. The shortage of qualified personnel or the inability of the Group, or any third party operating the Rig, to obtain and retain qualified personnel, could also negatively affect
the quality and timeliness of its work, which in turn could have a material adverse effect on the Group's business, results of operations and financial position.
Risks associated with upgrades, refurbishment and repairs
The Group may undertake upgrades, refurbishment and repairs of the Rig from time to time, which involves inherent risks for delay and/or cost overruns due to various circumstances
outside of the Group's control. The Group may not be able to make a claim against the relevant yard or otherwise be held harmless from the consequences of such delay or cost overruns.
Significant cost overruns or delays would adversely affect the Group's business, results of operations and financial condition.

MARKET RISK
Macroeconomic fluctuations
The Issuer is exposed to economic cycles and the offshore service industry is highly cyclical. Changes in the general economic situation and the volatility of the industry could adversely
affect the demand for the Issuer's services and/or result in declines in the Issuer's profitability, which may have a material adverse effect on the Issuer's business, operating results and
financial position. Additionally, the Issuer operates in international markets, which leads to various types of currency exposure and exchange rate fluctuations that may affect the Issuer's
results of operations.
Dependence on the level of activity in the oil and gas industry
The Issuer's business and operations will depend substantially on the level of activity in the oil and gas industry, particularly in relation to the development of new greenfield projects or the
execution of modification or upgrade projects on existing fields and associated expenditures by the Issuer's customers. The activities of oil and gas companies tend to follow the prices of oil
and natural gas, which have fluctuated significantly over recent years. In addition, the global economic downturn has contributed to oil and gas price volatility in previous years and future
economic downturns may again impact prices adversely. As a result, the levels of exploration, development and production activities have varied over long periods and may continue to do
so. Reductions in capital expenditures of oil and gas companies may reduce their need for offshore accommodation, which may in turn have a material adverse effect on the Issuer's
business, operating results and financial position.
Competition
The Rig and the services offered by the Issuer are provided in an open market characterized by a relatively small number of potential clients. The Rig is a shallow-water jack-up
accommodation rig and is competitive in a limited geographical area. The demand for the Issuer's services may be volatile and is subject to variations for a number of reasons, including
factors such as uncertainty in demand for, or timing of, service programs, possible competition from other suppliers or alternative solutions, slowdown in economic activities, or regulatory
changes.
Foreign Exchange Risk
Fluctuations in currency exchange rates may have a material impact on the Issuer's operational performance. The Issuer expects the majority of its revenue and expenses to be
denominated in USD. However, depending on the area of operation, a significant part of expenses may be in NOK non-USD currencies. Hence, a depreciation of USD could have an
adverse effect on the Issuer's financial performance.
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Risk factors cont’d
RISKS RELATED TO THE BONDS
The Issuer's indebtedness
Following the Bond Issue, the Issuer will have substantial financial indebtedness. If the Issuer is unable to generate sufficient cash flow from operations in the future to service its debt, the
Issuer may be required to refinance all or a portion of its existing debt, including the Bonds, or to obtain additional financing within the limitations of the Bond Terms. There can be no
assurance that any such refinancing would be possible or that any additional financing could be obtained. Inability to obtain such refinancing or financing may have a material adverse effect
on the Issuer's business, results of operations, financial position and/or cash flow.
Risk related to the market for the Bonds
The Bonds are a new issue of securities with no established trading history. The Issuer has not entered into any market-making scheme to ensure liquidity of the Bonds and a liquid trading
market for the Bonds may not develop or be maintained and investors may not be able to sell the Bonds quickly or at a favourable price. This may have a material adverse effect on the
price of the Bonds. The Issuer cannot assure investors as to the future liquidity of the Bonds and as a result, investors may bear additional risk due to illiquidity in the market for the Bonds.
The Bonds will be subordinated to the Super Senior Facility
Claims of the Bond Trustee on behalf of the Bondholders will be subordinated to the Super Senior Facility pursuant to the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement. The claims of the lenders
under the Super Senior Facility would have priority over any claims made by the Bond Trustee on behalf of the Bondholders. All obligations under the Super Senior Facility will be secured
on a super senior basis on the same collateral that will secure the Bonds. The Intercreditor Agreement will provide, among other things, that upon default in payment on, or the acceleration
of, any obligations under the Super Senior Facility, the lenders under the Super Senior Facility will be entitled to recovery of all their obligations from the collateral before any payment may
be made with respect to the Bonds.
Optional redemption by the Issuer
The terms and conditions of the Bond Terms will provide that the Bonds shall be subject to optional redemption by the Issuer at their outstanding principal amount, plus accrued and unpaid
interest to the date of redemption, plus in some events a premium calculated in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Bond Terms. This is likely to limit the market value of the
Bonds. It may not be possible for Bondholders to reinvest proceeds at an effective interest rate as high as the interest rate on the Bonds.
Change of control
Upon the occurrence of a change of control event, each individual Bondholder shall have a right of prepayment of the Bonds as set out in the Bond Terms. However, it is possible that the
Issuer may not have sufficient funds or be able to obtain third-party financing to make the required redemption of Bonds, resulting in an event of default. The parent of the Issuer has no
obligation to provide additional equity or shareholder loans to the Issuer.
Mandatory prepayment events
Mandatory prepayment events may lead to a prepayment of the Bonds in circumstances where a Bondholder may not be able to reinvest the prepayment proceeds at an equivalent rate of
interest. The Bond Terms will provide that the Bonds shall be subject to mandatory prepayment by the Issuer in case of, inter alia, certain disposals of assets or changes in ownership or
upon the occurrence of a an actual or constructive total loss of the Rig. Following any early redemption after the occurrence of a mandatory prepayment event, it may not be possible for
Bondholders to reinvest such proceeds at an effective interest rate as high as the interest rate on the Bonds and may only be able to do so at a significantly lower rate. It is further possible
that the Issuer will not have sufficient funds at the time of the mandatory prepayment to make the required redemption of Bonds. Early redemption means that the Bonds may be redeemed
in part or in full prior to the end of an investor's business horizon, which could cause the date of the repayment of part of the bonds to be misaligned with the due date of payment
obligations of the investor.
The value of the collateral securing the bonds
If the Issuer defaults on the Bonds, the bondholders will be secured only to the extent of the value of the assets securing the Bonds. The Super Senior Facility will be secured on a super
senior basis by the same assets as those securing the Bonds in accordance with the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement. In additions, the Issuer may incur Permitted Hedging Obligations
that is permitted to share in the proceeds from enforcement of the security on a pari passu basis with the Bonds in accordance with the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement. If the value of
the assets securing the Bonds is less than the value of the claims of the bondholders together with the claims of the other secured creditors, those claims may not be satisfied in full.
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Risk factors cont’d
Modification of the bonds
The Bond Terms will contain provisions for calling meetings of Bondholders. These provisions permit defined majorities to make decisions affecting and binding all Bondholders. The Bond
Trustee may, without the consent of the Bondholders, agree to certain modifications of the Bond Terms and other finance documents which, in the opinion of the Bond Trustee, are proper
to make.
Restrictive covenants
The Bond Terms relating to the Bond Issue will provide certain general restrictions on the Issuer from certain actions. Such restrictive covenants may include, but are not limited to,
restrictions on (i) asset sales and acquisitions, (ii) the ability to pay dividends or other capital distributions, (iii) entry into certain financing transactions with affiliates, and (iv) the possibility to
raise certain forms of additional financial indebtedness. The restrictions in the terms and conditions of the Bond Terms may prevent the Issuer from taking actions that it believes would be in
its best interest, and may make it difficult for the Issuer to execute its business strategy successfully or compete effectively with companies that are not similarly restricted.
The trading price of the Bonds may be volatile
Historically, the market for non-investment grade debt has been subject to disruptions that have caused substantial volatility in the prices of securities similar to the Bonds. Any such
disruptions could adversely affect the prices at which investors may sell their Bonds. In addition, subsequent to their initial issuance, the Bonds may trade at a discount from their initial
placement depending on the prevailing interest rates, the market for similar bonds, performance of the Group, general economic and market conditions and other factors, many of which are
beyond the Issuer's control.

Interest rate risks
Investment in the Bonds involves the risk that subsequent changes in market interest rates may adversely affect the value of the Bonds. The Bonds bear interest at a fixed rate rather than
by reference to an underlying index. Accordingly, investors should note that if interest rates rise, then the income payable on the Bonds might become less attractive and the price investors
could realize on the sale of the Bonds may fall. Further, inflation will reduce the real value of the Bonds over time, which may affect what an investor could buy with its investment in the
future and may make the fixed rate payable on the Bonds less attractive in the future, again affecting the price that an investor could realise on a sale of the Bonds.
Norwegian law restriction on pledge or assignment of contracts for security purposes
The Equinor Contract is, and other contracts to be entered into may be, subject to Norwegian law. Pursuant to Norwegian law it is not permitted to pledge or assign contracts as such for
security purposes. The Bond Trustee will therefore not be granted security by way of an assignment of the Equinor Contract or any future contracts subject to Norwegian law.

Maritime liens may arise and take priority over the liens securing the Bonds
The laws of the jurisdictions in which the Rig may operate may give rise to the existence of maritime liens, which may take priority over the liens securing the Bonds. Such liens may arise in
support of, among other things, unpaid claims by the yard or repairers remaining in possession of the Rig, and claims for salvage. Maritime liens can sometimes attach without any court
action, registration or documentation and accordingly their existence cannot necessarily be identified.
Rights of the bondholders in the security interests may be adversely affected by enforcement proceedings
Upon the occurrence of an event of default under the Bond Terms, any enforcement proceedings could be subject to lengthy delays resulting in increased custodial costs, deterioration in
the condition of the transaction security, adverse tax consequences and substantial reduction of the value of such assets that are the subject of the transaction security. The costs of
enforcement in foreign jurisdictions, particularly if proceedings are ongoing simultaneously against the Rig in different jurisdictions, can be high and can include fees based on the face
amount of the mortgage(s) being enforced. In addition, some jurisdictions may not provide a legal remedy for the enforcement of mortgages on the collateral. Foreign court proceedings can
also be slow and have unexpected procedural hurdles.
Intercreditor Agreement
The Bond Trustee, the Security Agent, the agent under the Super Senior Facility will enter an Intercreditor Agreement with respect to the priority of the liens and security interests and
guarantees over the collateral and related creditors' rights, and with standstill periods and waterfall provisions following payment received in connection with enforcement to give effect to the
agreed ranking and priorities. The Bond Trustee will not be able to force a sale of assets subject to security interests or enforce guarantees and other related creditor's rights independently
of the terms of the Intercreditor Agreement.
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